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New shock compressiondata to 340 kb for single-crystal orthoclase (along (001)) demonstrate the onset of a shock-inducedphase change at ~115 kb. Along the Hugoniot a mixedphase region extends to ~300 kb, above which the data are believed to correspond to the
properties of a high-pressurephase having the hollanditc structure (zero pressuredensity of
3.84 g/cm•) reported by Ringwood et al. If the hollanditc value for the zero pressuredensity
is used, the zero pressurebulk modulus of this phase is approximately 2.8 q- 0.2 Mb.

The very high pressureequation of state of
orthoclaseis of importance both in describing
the effectsof intenseshockwaveson potassiumfeldspar-bearing rocks on the earth and the
moon [Hubbard et al., 1971; Drake et al., 1970;
Chao, 1967; Kleeraan, 1971; yon Engelhardt
and Stoffier,1968] and in studyingthe earth's
mantle. The latter is important because the
orthoclase structure provides a model of the
responseof feldspar-bearingrocks to the high
pressuresof the earth's interior. Previously reported Hugoniot data for microcline [Ahre.ns
et al., 1969a] demonstrated that this mineral,
like plagioclase[McQueen et al., 1967], begins
to transform to a new phaseor phasesat about
120 kb (alongthe Hugoniot). This phasechange
appears to go to completion for shock states

yielded only the hollandite-structured phase
[Ringwood et al., 1967a, b; Kume et al.,
1966] and becausethe inferred high-pressure
phase assemblagedensity for granite [Ahrens
et al., 1969b; Davies and Anderson, 1971] is
consistent with the formation

of the hollanditc

phase (in KA1Si3Od),we assumethat this.phase
is producedin our experiments.
To further study the equation of state of
potassium feldspar, a series of Hugoniot experiments were carried out on a suite of single
crystals of orthoclasefrom Madagascar (Table
1). Thesesinglecrystalspossess
perfect cleavage
along (001) and distinct cleavagealong (010)
[Winchell and Winchell, 1951]. The samples
were prepared by mounting and polishing the
crystalsin a parallel lapping jig on the (001)
above ~300 kb. Above this level the limited
cleavageplanes.Thin sectionsof the sameorienHugoniot data for microclinesuggestedthat the tation were also prepared for microscopeobserpropertiesof a denserhigh-pressurephasewere vation. Under conoscopicobservation all thin
being sampled. The zero pressure density for sections showed slightly off-centered optical
the high-pressurephaseinferred by Ahrenset al. normal figures, which confirm that the sample
[1969b] and Davies and Anderson [1971] of faces are parallel to the (001) cleavage [Deer
~3.5 g/cm'• comparesunfavorably and incon- et al., 1966]. The experimental procedure used
clusively with densitiesof 3.2 and 3.84 g/cm• in impacting these samples is described by
expectedfor the possiblehigh-pressurephases Ahrens et al. [1971] and Ahrens and Gaffhey
in the structures jadeitc plus stishovite and [1971].
In most of the experimentsat least two shock
hollanditc. Because previous static high-pressure quenching experiments on both silicate arrivals were recordedat the specimenfree surand germanate (analog) potassium feldspar face when shock waves were driven into the
sample assemblies.For final shock states below
about 300 kb theseinitial shockarrivals, which
• Contribution 2244, Division of Geological and
we believe represent finite-amplitude elastic
Planetary Sciences,California Institute of Techshocks,have an average velocity of 7.39 _+ 0.06
nology.
km/sec (weighted mean and standard deviaCopyright ¸ 1973 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
tion). To substantiatethis value, compressional
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TABLE

1.

Orthoclase Formula Proportions

Element

Formula Proportion*

Na

0.022

Mg

0.0008

A1
Si
K
Ca
Fe

0.192
0.605

Total

0.180
0.0001S
0.0050
1.005

I• ORTaOC•,•S•,
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this shock front was due to the phasetransition
and correspondedto a shock state of ~300 kb
and a density of •4.'0 g/cm3. The interaction of
the elastic

shock reflected

at the free surface

with the following second plastic shock was
neglected. Figure I demonstrates that above
~115 kb the Hugoniot statesachievedall lie at
a greater density than the Hugoniot state inferred from the extrapolation of Bridgman's
[1948] isotherm (to 39 kb) for orthoclase.
These isothermal

data were fit to a Birch-Mur-

naghan equation and yielded the zero pressure
Microprobe analysis by A. Chados (California
Institute of Technology). Orthoclase samples
from Strohgay, Madagascar.
*Based on eight oxygen atoms.

elastic velocity along the (001) direction was
measuredby ultrasonicinterferometry[Spetzler,
1970] to be 7.53 _ 0.02 km/sec. Ryzhova aad
Alexandrov [1965] measuredthe ultrasonic ve-

isothermal bulk modulus Ko, --

539.5 kb and

(dKo,/dP)• = 4.4. Similarly, the Voigt-ReussHill average of elastic constantsfor a seriesof
potassium-richfeldsparsreportedby Alexandrov
and Ryzhova [1962], Ryzhova [1964], and
Ryzhova and Alexaadrov [1965] gives a similar
value for the (isentropic) bulk modulus.Kos,
which

varies

from

470

based on the extreme

to

574

values

kb.

Isotherms

of the ultrasonic

locitiesof a seriesof potassium-sodium
feldspars. data are also shown in Figure 1. On the basis
Their reportedvalue of compressional
velocity
alongthe (001) directionof a feldsparcontaining 78.5% orthocloseis 7.01 km/sec. Because
the other components
of the feldspar,anorthite
X M,crochne
(Ahrenset al, 1969a)

and albite, have lower velocities than orthoclose,this value agreesin trend with our measurement.The free-surfacevelocitiesresulting

-- -!- Isothermal
compress,on,
Orthoclose/ • •, -(Bndgman,
1948)

480 -

• I &•
x• X•

-

from the free-surface reflection of this elastic

/ t,•a:

-

KOH:
2.87Mb

shockwere used to determinethe amplitude
(Hugoniot dostic limit, HEL) of this wave
(via the free-surfaceapproximation[Walsh and
Christian, 1955]). Observedvalues lie between
41 and 91 kb (Table 2). The data (with the
exceptionof shots 179 and 164) suggestthat
the HEL

value is related to the final shock

pressure,not unlike the situation in singlecrystal and polycrystallinequartz [Wackerle,
1962; Ahreasand Duvall, 1966]. For three shots
with final shock pressuresbelow 200 kb the
average HEL value is 43.3 4- 1.0 kb. For shots

with final pressuresabove this level a similar
averageyields 72.3 4- 7.7 kb (weightedmean

and standard deviation). The present HEL
values bracket the earlier data for microcline.
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Hugoniot data for single-c•stal

clase. Shock

data

for

miorooline

and the

orthoortho-

Abovethe HEL the Hugoniotstates(Table 2
and Figure 1), representingfinal shockstates,
were calculatedby the impedancematchmethod
[Rice et al., 1958]. An intermediate(6.4-6.8
km/sec) vdocity wave was observedfor shots

below Bridgman's data represents the spread in
bulk toodull observed ultrasonioally for orthoclase-rich specimensby Alexaadvou
[1962], R•shoua [1964], and R•shoua aad Alex-

with final states above 300 kb. We infer that

aadrou [ 1965].

clase isothermal compre•ion data of
[1948] are also shown. Dashed curve above and
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TABLE 3.

Density,

g/cm3

Shock Temperatures in High-Pressure

Hugoniot
Pressure, *

I sentropi c
Pressure ,*

kb

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

*Birch-Murnaehan

Calculated

kb

233
346
472
612

fit:

•7_

Hugoniot
Temperature,

oK

226
310
401
502

= ?•aO •

:•

w•
......
......
ñCentered at•zero pressure
and
298• K.

v^..'
urt

463
1138
1912
2795

= 6.8
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Regime

I sentropi c
Temperature

•K

318
323
332
338

'

of the intersectionof the present orthoclase phase,by usinga zero pressuredensityof 3.84
Hugoniot and the isothermal data at 115 __+10

g/cm• [Ringwoo.det al., 1967a,b]. This pro-

kb we infer that this pressurerepresentsa

cedure gives the parameters Ko• = 2869 kb

minimum value for the onset for shock-induced

and Kod -- 6.8. Excluding the lowest presphasecha•ge in orthoclaseto the hollanditc sure, more uncertain datum at 290 kb, yields
structure. This conclusion is based on the obserKo• ----2637 kb and Kod = 5.1, whichare our
vations that the inferred pressurevalue for the preferred values. Excluding the two highest

transition •groo• oln•oly wi•h •ho 19a_bl•,ml,,•

(at 900øC)obtainedby Ringwoodet al. [1967a, Ko• = 2959 kb and Kod = 6.6. The sensitivity
of theseparametersto changesin the data inphasefrom sanidineand that the presentHu- diearesan uncertainty in the bulk modulusof
b] for the formation of the hollanditc-structured

goniotdata, when they are taken with the earlier the high-pressurephase of m8% and of some
microclineresults,imply a marked increasein 15% in the value of Kod. As a result both of
the bulk modulusalongthe Hugoniotat densi- usingthe new data and of makingthe outright
ties greaterthan ~4.1 g/em• (~300 kb). The assumption
that the high-pressure
phasehasthe
steepHugoniotabove300 kb wouldpresumably hollanditcstructure,the bulk modulusobtained
correspondto the properties of the hollanditc in this study is greater than that given by
structure.A minimumtransitionenergyof 1.5 Ahrenset •. [1969b] by nearly a factor of 2.
X 10•øergs/g for
For application to the study of naturally
shockedpotassiumfeldsparin rocks subjected
KA1Si•O•(orthoclase)
to hypervelocityinput, it is useful to calculate
--• KA1Si•O•(hollanditc)
a sehesof shocktemperatures(Table 3). These
are calculated by the method of Ahrens et •.
is impliedby the observedtransitionpressure. [1969b]. A constantvalue of the product of
In analogyto the easeof shockcompression
of the Gruneisenparameterand a densityof 3.84
quartz and fused quartz [Wackerle, 1962; and a transitionenergyof 1.5 X 10:ø ergs/g
McQueenet ai., •963] we infer that the Hugon- was assumed.Although the equations of state

phaseobiot between~115 and ~300 kb represents
a of parametersof the high-pressure
mixed-phase
regime.Whethersomephaseother tained in the presentwork are very different
than the hollanditc structure forms in this infrom thosegivenby Ahrenset ai. [1969a],the
terval is uncertain; however, no other inter- calculatedshock temperatures,which depend
mediate high-pressurephase or phase assem- critically only on the absoluteincreasein denblage is currently known.
When the data of AMenset al. [1969a] are also
used, a Birch-Murnaghan equation curve was

sity upon compression,are rather similar to
the earlier results.
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